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Disclaimer

This Powerpoint presentation was created 
as a brief overview for RC flyers who want 
to venture into electric flight.  It is by no 
means comprehensive. The reader should 
heed any and all warnings and cautions 
from the manufacturer’s of electric RC 
equipment and batteries.  Fly at your own 
risk.  Lithium Polymer batteries can be 
abused and catch fire.  
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Topics
• Basic review of electric RC aircraft
• Review of the last 15 years
• Lipo Battery basics
• Safety
• Chargers
• “C” rating
• Measuring lipo cells internal resistance
• Lipo battery life
• BECs
• Measurement tools (the Watt Meter)
• Foamy revolution
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Electric Power systems 

• Electric Motor (like a nitro motor or gasser)

• Battery (like nitro fuel or gasoline)

• Electronic Speed Control (throttle and 
brake control)

• Battery Elimination Circuit (BEC) to step 
down voltage for servos and receiver (two 
types on the market)

• Battery specific charger 
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Electric planes –10 to15 years ago

• Heavy and underpowered 
– Nicad battery power capable of high discharge rate
– Motors were brushed and could cause RFI.  They 

were also relatively heavy.
– Fun but not equal to a nitro powered plane.
– Chargers were a cross over from Surface RC.
– Late 1990’s NiMH introduced which were less 

sensitive to memory effect but still heavy.
– Negative -- a heavy power system
– Nitro to electric conversions required a heavy battery 

pack using heavy sub C cells (6 plus cells connected 
in series)
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Electric planes - 5 years ago
• Motor technology changed to brushless.  Smoother running 

and much, much lighter. 
• Battery technology changed to Lithium Polymer (Lipo) cells
• Performance equal to a nitro powered plane except for 

flight time.
• Chargers are purpose built for lipos.
• Positive -- a lightweight power system
• Negatives –

– battery packs fairly pricey ($25 - $60 for a 3 cell lipo pack)
– Safety issues if over charged or discharged
– Cells must be kept balanced

• Nitro to electric conversions could be made lighter than the 
original nitro setup.



Electric Planes today
• Motor technology unchanged with outrunner brushless 

prevalent.  
• Battery technology is Lithium Polymer (Lipo) cells with 

increased capability of delivering current (amps).  “C” 
ratings going up and prices going down.

• Performance equal to a nitro powered plane except for 
flight time.

• Chargers are more sophisticated with higher end chargers 
measuring cell resistance. 

• Negatives –
– battery packs fairly pricey ($25 - $60 for a 3 cell lipo pack)
– Safety issues if over charged or discharged
– Cells must be kept balanced

• Nitro to electric conversions easier with lower cost high 
capacity battery packs and planes  could be made lighter 
than the original nitro setup. 7
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Brushless Motors

• No carbon brushes riding on a 
commutator

• Outrunners and Inrunners
– Outrunner have the magnets in the 

bell and it spins around a fixed 
armature

– Inrunners have the magnets fixed 
and the armature spins inside the 
magnets (like a standard brushed 
motor)

• Outrunners most prevalent 
(lighter)

• ESCs must be set to motor type

Outrunner

Inrunner
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Lipo Battery Basics

• Pack voltage 
– Rated in volts based on number of cells connected in series 

• 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, etc. cells connected in series.  

– 3S is the most prevalent  (multiples of 3.7 volts)

• Milliamp hour --
– Pack capacity (rated in MAH).  2200 most common

• “C” rating
– the pack’s ability to delivery current (internal resistance).  20 C rating 

most common in smaller packs although the C ratings keep improving 
month-by-month.  65 C being sold.  Be wary, there is no standard 
method for determining “C” rating and some are very optimistic.

• Charge at 1 C or higher depending on pack
– or equal to the amp hour rating unless battery is made to charge at a 

higher C rating.  Example,  2200 Mah battery charge at 2.2 amps.   
Latest packs can charge safely at 5C rate.

– Always check with the pack maker to make sure you can charge at a 
higher amperage
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Lipo Battery Safety

• They are not time bombs, but proper care 
is key to prevent fires.   The key is 
knowing how to handle them.  Gasoline is 
extremely dangerous if not handled 
properly.

• Over charge or damage a lipo and it can 
catch fire.  

• Operator error is biggest cause of lipo fires
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Lipo Battery Safety Tips
• Charge at 1C.  1C is the max amp charge rate for your pack and it 

adjusted in your charger.  Calculated by dividing MAH rating by 100.  
Example.  2200/100 = 2.2 amps.  Some new packs can be charged at 
5C.  Battery must be labeled “Charge at 5C” by the manufacturer.  

• Charge on a safe surface (concrete, ceramic tile, or a lipo bag)
• Don’t over charge.  Many lipo chargers will allow you to set the charge 

rate manually.  Check charge rate to match battery before starting 
charger.

• Don’t over discharge a pack by running it until it dumps.  
• Don’t over discharge by using in a power systems that exceeds amp 

delivery rating of pack. 
• Electronic Speed Controls are designed for lipos and they have a safe 

cutoff voltage.
• Don’t damage the pack.  If so, discharge slowly with 1157 bulb 

adapted to the battery plug and throw in the trash.  
• Do NOT puncture.  It will cause a fire.
• Always balance your cells and monitor cell balance to prevent one cell 

from being over discharged. 
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Chargers

• Many lipo chargers
• You want a charger that is mistake 

proof.  That is, you plug in your pack 
and it knows the correct charging 
amps to charge the pack.
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Cellpro 4S Charger

• The zenith of chargers for 2-4S packs is the 
FMADirect Cellpro 4S since upgraded to Cellpro 
4S multicharger (above)
– Requires a car battery or power supply.
– Plug and play for less than $100
– Has a storage mode to charge pack to 50%
– Has a “fuel gage”
– Balances your pack every time you charge it
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“C” rating 

• “C” rating reflects the pack’s ability to 
deliver volts and amps to the power 
system without sagging and overheating 
the pack.

• First packs were 8C and today’s newest 
are 65C +. 30C most common today and 
the best value and that will soon change to 
40C. 

• You want to buy as much “C” rating as you 
can afford.  
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More on “C” rating  -- Good to have
• You pay a premium for a higher “C” rating

• No standard “C” rating test method.  Each maker 
has their own test procedure. Incentive to be 
optimistic in ratings. 

• “C” rating testing is a destructive test.  

• Max amps a pack can deliver  -- “C” rating and MAH 
determine the max current draw the pack should deliver.  
Multiply “C” x MAH and divide by 1000.  Example, 20C x 
2200 = 44000.  44000/1000 = 44 amps.

• Pick a pack that supports the power systems amp 
demands plus a safety factor of  25-30%.  Example, a 40 
amp power system requirement should use a pack that 
delivers 50 + amps.
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More on “C” rating – Continuous 
and Burst Rating

• Continuous “C” rating is like it says, 
continuous load.

• Burst is the max amp draw a pack can 
sustain without damage for a short period 
of time.  Each manufacturer is different.  
Think of burst in terms of seconds, not 
minutes.
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Lipo Battery – Cell Resistance

• Because lipo battery packs are rated using 
a mfg. specific “C” rating it tends to be 
optimistic because the mfg. can charge 
more for higher “C” rated packs.

• There is a better way of telling how strong 
a pack will be in terms of delivery volts and 
amps.  

• You want packs that don’t have the least 
amount of voltage sag under load.  
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Lipo Battery – Cell Resistance
• Cell resistance is measured using standard methods.  No room for 

marketing to fudge the numbers to get more money. 

• Cell resistance measurement using a standard load and a standard 
temperature (e.g., 72 deg. F.) is much more predictive of a packs 
capability to deliver current.

• Wayne Giles in the United Kingdom developed a ESR meter 
(Equivalent Series Resistance) that measures pack IR and 
individual cells. 

• Cell Resistance principles
– Cell temperature effects resistance – measure at same temp to 

compare.

– Lower is better

– Older packs have higher resistance.



Lipo Battery – Cell Resistance

ESR Meter
• Wayne Giles design

• Go here for an RCgroups 
discussion. 

• Meter imparts a 16 amp load 
and then reads resistance of 
total pack and each cell. 

• IR goes down as pack 
temperature drops so a 
standard temp is required for 
accurate comparison. 

• ProgressiveRC.com sells the 
meter for $84.95. Click here.
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Lipo Battery Life

• Battery life is a function of how the pack is 
used or abused.  If you fly constant WOT 
and the pack’s amp rating closely matches 
the power system amp demand you could 
see degradation in as few as 20 cycles.

• 100 cycles is typical before it degrades in 
MAH capacity and cell balance.

• One discharge to cutoff can shorten a 
pack’s life considerably. 
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To prolong Lipo life

• Time your flights so you land with 20% left 
in your pack. Avoid hitting cutoff.  

• Size your power system so you don’t have 
to fly wide open.

• Store your packs in a cool place but don’t 
freeze.

• Store with 50% charge if not using the 
packs for a couple of weeks.  Fully 
discharged storage is bad and fully  
charged is bad for battery life. 
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Pack “Fuel Table”

• Multiply by number 
of cells for a pack. 
For example, a 3 
cell pack would be 
at 20% when it 
reads 11.25 volts. 



Lipo failures
• Fires caused by a crash or puncture

– Chemical Explanation – LiPo batteries contain 
lithium. If lithium is exposed to air with even a slight 
amount of humidity, it can ignite, releasing hydrogen 
and other chemicals. Hydrogen is extremely 
explosive, and is ignited by the burning lithium, 
resulting in a violent flare-up. 

– Physical Process --The usual cause of flare-ups is 
mishandling, which causes a buildup of gas in the 
battery, leading to a characteristic "LiPo puff" -- the 
swelling of the battery package. If the "puff" is large 
enough, the package may rupture, exposing the 
lithium to air. 23



Lipo Failures

• Puffed or ballooned  -- Excess puffing 
could cause a rupture and the exposure to 
air could cause a fire.

24
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Electronic Speed Controls
• An ESC functions like a throttle 

(and brake) that meters the 
delivery of electricity to the motor

• Most are plug and play

• Most allow simple programming to 
change from free wheeling to 
braking the prop in off position

• Program with TX or with a optional 
card

• Most are pre-programmed for 
outrunners 

• Pre set voltage cutoff for lipos

• ESCs are motor specific (brushed 
and brushless)
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How many amps does my power 
system consume?

• Main determinant of the current your ESC will 
see is is the motor, gearbox (if used) and 
propeller or electric ducted fan (EDF).

• Match the ESC to the peak amp draw + 25% as 
a safety factor

• Measured by testing with a WATT meter.
• Buy a battery to match the demand or detune 

the power system with a smaller prop or a prop 
with less pitch. 
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Internal BEC
• BEC is the battery elimination Circuit.
• Most park flyers have the BEC inside the ESC.  
• The BEC steps down the pack voltage to 5 or 6 

volts for servo and receiver use.  
• The voltage regulation method (linear) used in 

most internal BECs creates a lot of heat which can 
cause thermal shutdown. 

• More servos means more current demand and 
more heat in the BEC. 4 micro analog and 3 digital 
micro is the max in most 3S ESCs.  

• A better, but slightly more expensive, method of 
stepping down the voltage is a switch mode BEC.  
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Switch mode BEC
• Better way of stepping down the 

voltage.
• Can be a separate UBEC 

(universal battery elimination 
circuit)  See picture at right.  
Provides power to RX and servos.

• Can be internal.  If there is a 
switchmode BEC in a ESC it 
should be listed in the specs. 
Handles 4-6 servos with no 
problem.  Problem with internal is if 
the ESC fails you risk losing the 
separate power source 

• A $20 UBEC by Castle Creations 
can handle 10 mps of servo draw. 
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4 Cell lipos and greater

• Require a switchmode BEC whether 
internal or external because of the 
requirements and load of stepping down 
the battery voltage (14.2v) for servo and 
receiver use (5-6v).  Although, some 
newer ESCs with switchmode BECs built 
in can work with 4S packs.

• Error on the side of caution with 4S and 
greater packs and use an external switch 
mode BEC (UBEC).  
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Switchmode BECs and RFI

• Switch mode BEC’s fundamental design 
can cause RFI for 72 MHZ and 2.4 Ghz 
potentially.

• Look for a ferrite ring on the wire leads to 
the receiver to reduce RFI.  

• Position away from receiver
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How do I measure amps, watts and 
volts?

• Measured by testing with a 
WATT meter.
– Watts = volts x amps.  
– You need a meter to 

measure watts.  Consider a 
watt meter as basic tool of 
electric flying.

– A easy to use RC watt meter 
is about $50. 

– A wattmeter let’s you know 
how many amps your power 
system draws.  
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Other batteries
• A123 batteries which are heavier but can be 

charged at high amps and appear to take more 
abuse.
– Dewalt power tools use them

– Chevrolet GM Volt electric vehicle.  

– Pricing is nearly double a lipo

– Not suitable for lightweight plane applications

– Excellent for converting nitro planes to electric. 

• Sub C sized NiMH packs are still used for some 
of the larger nitro-to-electric conversions. 

• Newer Lipos that charge at 5C take away the 
fast charge time advantage of A123 packs.



Foam Plane Revolution

• Balsa planes were the mainstay

• Foam cores used in some balsa 
planes.

• Today, all foam planes 
inexpensive to make, paint and 
details

• They are very realistic looking

• Planes shown cost less than $200 
PNP
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Foam Plane Revolution

• FMS T28
– Scale detail with retracts, flaps, cowl vents

– This one has 15 servos but only comes with 5 
amp internal switchmode BEC.  Needs a 
upgrade to a 10 amp external BEC 34



Foam Plane Revolution

• Easy to Repair - BEFORE

35



Foam Plane Revolution
• Easy to Repair – AFTER

• Repaired with hot glue, spackle and acrylic 
paint
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Summary
• Electric powered RC aircraft have come a long way with new 

techology

• Brushless motors are light and powerful

• Lipos are light and powerful plus safe to use once you know how to 
handle them

• Lipo “C” ratings are not consistent and prone to “marketing optimism”

• Lipos last longer if they are not over discharged (i.e., below 20%) and 
stored with a 50% charge.

• ESCs are designed for the motor  

• BECs are key to powering your servos and receiver. 

• A Watt meter is a basic tool to have in your flight box. 

• Lipo technology continues to advance with higher C rated packs that 
charge at higher rate (up to 65C)

• Foam planes have reduced costs and are easy to repair.


